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Abstract—Edge devices have been widely adopted to bring deep
learning applications onto low power embedded systems, mitigating the
privacy and latency issues of accessing cloud servers. The increasingly
computational demand of complex neural network models leads to large
latency on edge devices with limited resources. Many application scenarios are real-time and have a strict latency constraint, while conventional
neural network compression methods are not latency-oriented. In this
work, we propose a novel compact neural networks training method
to reduce the model latency on latency-critical edge systems. A latency
predictor is also introduced to guide and optimize this procedure. Coupled
with the latency predictor, our method can guarantee the latency for a
compact model by only one training process. The experiment results
show that, compared to state-of-the-art model compression methods,
our approach can well-fit the ‘hard’ latency constraint by significantly
reducing the latency with a mild accuracy drop. To satisfy a 34ms latency
constraint, we compact ResNet-50 with 0.82% of accuracy drop. And for
GoogLeNet, we can even increase the accuracy by 0.3%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have brought significant breakthroughs in many different applications, such as image recognition
and natural language processing. With the increasing pressure of
computational demand on cloud servers as well as concerns over
data confidentiality, current DNN models have been adopted and
implemented on edge devices, i.e. autonomous vehicles, healthcare,
etc. [1]. While DNN models are well-known to be computationintensive and have become deeper and wider to pursue higher
accuracy, edge devices are resource-constrained in many scenarios.
As a result, this prohibits state-of-the-art DNN models from being
efficiently deployed on these resource-constrained edge devices.
Many efforts are conducted towards reducing the complexity of
DNN models in order to fit them into edge devices, such as network
pruning [2]–[4] and quantization [5]. Among these approaches,
network pruning is deemed as a promising technique to reduce
the complexity of DNN models. Nevertheless, existing approaches
suffer from two flaws. Firstly, these methods are hardware-agnostic
as they only use indirect performance metrics, such as FLOPs and
MACs as the compression target. These indirect performance metrics
cannot directly translate to its practical performance, like latency
and throughput. These existing methods are not suitable for latencycritical edge systems like self-driving vehicles. Therefore, to achieve
an efficient edge intelligence system, we should directly compact
DNN models considering the latency as the target.
Second, network pruning involves a time-consuming procedure
to have a competitive and compact model. Conventional network
pruning starts with a pre-trained model, and then a defined metric is
exploited to identify and remove the redundant weights or channels.
After the pruning, retraining is conducted to retain the accuracy
of the pruned model. The high overhead of network pruning is
† These authors contributed equally to this work.

mainly from the model pre-training and re-training procedures. Many
prior pruning methods [3] [6] have to take the pruning-retraining
procedure for several iterations in order to derive a model that
meets the pruning target, e.g., smaller than a number of FLOPs
or compression ratio. Moreover, edge systems are usually subject
to latency requirements. To have a compact model satisfying the
temporal requirement upon target hardware, the indirect pruning
target has to be adjusted iteratively and the prune-in-progress model
has to be repeatedly evaluated on the real-platform. This exacerbates
the overhead issue.
To address the aforementioned problems, we propose a novel
framework, named ZeroBN, to learn compact DNNs under a ‘hard’
latency constraint upon targeted hardware by dynamically zeroizing
and recovering Batch Normalization (BN) layers. The key novelty
of our work is twofold. Firstly, instead of going through a timeconsuming pruning procedure, we directly learn a compact DNN
model from a given model by one training process. Secondly,
we exploit a latency predictor with our training method to learn
a compact DNN model, directly satisfying the latency constraint
required on an edge system. Specifically, the main contributions of
this paper are summarized:
• We propose a novel compact model training method ZeroBN that
can extract the optimal architecture to satisfy a ‘hard’ latency
constraint by only one training process;
• We propose a scheme applying the global importance rank of
channels and constructing a dynamic Zero-Recovery training
process. It extends the exploration space of ZeroBN to learn
the optimal architecture.
• We propose a machine learning-based latency predictor, which
is embedded into ZeroBN to provide a compression ratio for
each Zero phase.
• We demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our ZeroBN
with extensive experiments. Without the need to perform refinement, our method does not cause a large accuracy drop
compared to the original model. On CIFAR-10 [7] dataset, we
even improve the accuracy of all models by 0.24% to 0.32%.
On ImageNet-100 [8] dataset, under a latency constraint, we
improve 0.3% accuracy for GoogLeNet [9].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the background and some related works on neural network compression approaches. Section III describes the details of our proposed
method, and the experimental results are presented in Section IV.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK & BACKGROUND
The high complexity prohibits state-of-the-art DNN models to be
adopted on resource-constrained devices, like some emerging edge
systems. Therefore, many methods are proposed to address this
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Fig. 1. The process of ZeroBN.

complex issue. Here we only discuss the methods which are relevant
to our method.
Neural network pruning is based on the observation that current DNN models are over-parameterized and have some redundant
weights and channels. Pruning methods can be divided into two categories according to pruning granularity: unstructured pruning (i.e.,
weight pruning) or structured pruning (i.e., channel/layer pruning).
Weight pruning methods [6] [10] remove unimportant weight in a
network to reduce the complexity. However, weight pruning leads to
irregular data structure and thus cannot achieve inference boosting
on general hardware. In contrast, channel pruning methods [2]–[4]
remove redundant channels and remain the regular structure of DNNs,
so they are more efficient when deploying the pruned models on
different kinds of processors. Due to this paper aims to design an
efficient compact method for universal edge devices, we focus more
on structured pruning especially channel pruning.
Network slimming (NS) [3] also leverages BN to remove the
redundant channels, but employs a ‘hard’ method to remove the
channel, i.e., if the channels are removed during pruning, they will
not be recovered afterwards. Furthermore, after the pre-training step,
the importance (Imp.) values for all channels are fixed, which means
the compact model obtained from a large compression ratio must
be a sub-model of small compression ratio. So their method blinds
the design space to find more efficient architecture for a specific
compression ratio. Soft Filter Pruning (SFP) [2], similar to ZeroBN,
exploits a learning scheme in which some unimportant channels are
set to zero according to Lp norm. Unfortunately, this method uses
local (intra-layer-wise) channel importance ranking, so we need to
initialize the pruning ratio for each layer manually by experience.
And this method only try to find the ‘significant’ weights but not the
‘optimal’ architecture. However, previous work [11] has demonstrated
that the pruned architecture is more crucial to the efficiency in the
final model, rather than the inherited weight value of important
elements. Furthermore, it is observed that in SFP, zeroized filters
are difficult to be recovered. The flaws of NS and SFP lead to more
accuracy loss of the compact model seen in Section IV.
Knowledge distillation [12] is another promising technique to learn
a compact model. However, the compact model (student) has to be
designed manually, whereas our ZeroBN is an end-to-end method to
learn the compact model. In our future work, we are like to investigate
the combination of knowledge distillation and ZeroBN to derive more
competitive models.
III. Z ERO BN
Conventional neural network pruning methods follow a typical 3stage pipeline: pre-training, pruning, and fine-tuning. However, the

pre-trained over-parameterized model is often not necessary to obtain
an efficient compact model and the network architecture is more
crucial to the efficiency in the compact model [11]. Therefore, this
paper aims to propose a smart DNN compression technique, which
can learn an efficient compact architecture under a specific latency
constraint directly during the training process of the seed model. The
key steps in the proposed ZeroBN are shown in Fig. 1, where the
input is a large redundant DNN as the seed model, and the output
is a compact model that satisfies the latency constraint. The seed
model does not have to be well-trained, i.e., we just need to know
the architecture of the given DNN.
There are two challenges during the compact model learning
process: one is how to extract an efficient compact architecture, the
other is how to determine the compression ratio under a latency
constraint. To solve the first problem, we propose a novel compact
model training approach to automatically cultivate an efficient submodel architecture during the process of training the seed model from
scratch. For the second problem, we introduce a machine learningbased latency predictor to directly compute the number of channels
to remove during the training process. The proposed ZeroBN only
needs one training process as illustrated in Algorithm 1, and the
whole process can be divided into 3 phases: 1) Initial Training; 2)
Zero Training; 3) Recovery Training. We proceed to the details of
each phase and the latency predictor in this section.
A. Initial Training
ZeroBN starts with initial training. Initial training is just like a
conventional DNN model training, aiming to obtain trained weights
for the seed model. In order to learn an efficient compact architecture
from the seed DNN, we first need an explicit learning medium to help
us figure out the optimal shape of each layer such as the channel
number of convolutional layer. According to previous work [3], we
can take advantage of the trainable parameter γ of the BN layer to
provide useful instruction for compact architecture learning without
introducing any overhead since the magnitude of γ can reflect the
importance of channels. As shown in Eq. (1), x is the input of
the BN layer and y is the output.  is an artificially set value to
prevent the denominator from being zero. µB and σB are the mean
and the standard deviation of a mini-batch B, respectively. γ and
β are trainable affine transformation parameters to linearly transform
normalized activation to any scales. Each channel has a corresponding
γ, so they can be directly used as scaling factors. During the whole
training process, these scaling factors will be jointly optimized with
the network weights, the network can automatically identify each
channel importance, then those channels with smaller scaling factor

process between two convolutional layers with BN and activation
function, where L is the index of layer, AL is the output of layer
L, W L is the weight between layer L − 1 and L, and σ L is the
activation function at layer L. ∗ represents the convolution operation
and other parameters are same to Eq. (1).

Algorithm 1: ZeroBN
Input: model, training data and settings, start zero epoch: s,
zero epoch interval: k, latency constraint: l.
Output: the compact model and its parameters
1: Initialize model and its parameters;
2: for e ← 1 to s − 1 do
3:
train with sparsity();
4: end for
5: for e ← s to epochmax do
6:
train with sparsity();
7:
if e%k == 0 or e == epochmax then
8:
Imp rank ← Sort channels by |γ|;
9:
Comp ratio ← P redictor(l, Imp rank);
10:
Find threshold of γ by Imp rank, Comp ratio;
11:
Zeroize γi and βi if γi < threshold;
12:
end if
13: end for
14: Remove all channels with zero γi and βi ;

AL = σ L (γ L (AL−1 ∗ W L ) + β L )

In the recovery process, we consider more on the updating of γ L
and β L that are zeroized during the Zero training phase. Eq. (3)-(4)
demonstrate the gradients of γ L and β L to the final loss function.
∂loss
∂loss L 0
=
· σ · (AL−1 ∗ W L )
∂γ L
∂AL

(3)

∂loss
∂loss L 0
=
·σ
L
∂β
∂AL

(4)

The universally used activation function is ReLU, which is not
differentiable at zero, but it is generally accepted the derivative here
is also zero. Therefore, we can get Eq. (5) easily.
0

γ L , β L = 0 → σL = 0 →

values can be safely removed.
x − µB
;
x= p 2
σB + 

y =γ·x+β

(2)

(1)

To learn the optimal shape of each layer, the seed model should
first be trained for several epochs to let all scaling factors γ have
informative values to reflect the importance of channels (Line 2-4)
instead of randomly initialized numbers (Line 1). Specially, we adopt
sparsity training in the whole ZeroBN process to impose sparsity
regularization on these scaling factors [3]. After initial training
epochs, we can formally enter the most important two iterative phases
of the proposed ZeroBN: Zero and Recovery (Line 5-13). During
these two phases, ZeroBN will automatically extract the optimal
compact architecture by dynamically adjusting it according to trained
scaling factors γ.

∂loss ∂loss
,
=0
∂γ L ∂β L

Until now, we may require to provide zeroized γ L and β L some small
values to break this impasse. However, almost all training algorithm
will employ momentum in the optimizer to accelerate convergence.
This is because momentum accumulates the gradients of the past steps
to determine the direction to go, instead of using only the gradient of
the current step [13]. The weight updating rules with momentum are
illustrated in Eq. (6)-(7), where zk is the updated value of the last
step, m is the accumulation coefficient, lr is the learning rate. wk
will be updated to wk+1 by considering current and past gradients.
∂loss
∂wk
= wk − lr · zk+1

zk+1 = m · zk +
wk+1

(6)
(7)
L

B. Zero Training
In the Zero training process, we first sort all the γ according to their
absolute value to get the global importance rank of channels across
all layers (Line 8). Then we zeroize those γi and βi corresponding to
unimportant channel ci with the threshold (Line 10-11). The threshold
is found through the global importance rank and the compression
ratio, which is calculated by our proposed latency predictor under a
specific latency constraint (Line 9). Details about the proposed MLbased latency prediction method is presented in the following Section
III-D.
After zeroizing the γi and βi , the corresponding channel of BN
layer outputs zero. Meanwhile, when BN layer follows the convolutional layer, each channel of BN layer corresponds to a channel
of the previous layer, which means this Zero process is equivalent
to remove those channels from the result. Therefore, after the Zero
process, ZeroBN has extracted a compact architecture to satisfy a
specific latency constraint.
C. Recovery Training
After the Zero training phase, we introduce a Recovery training
process for k − 1 epochs to let those zeroized parameters, i.e.,
γi and βi , recover themselves instead of permanent removing. If
there are channels that are shielded in the previous phase but
are potentially important, the Recovery training can help them to
jump out of zero. This process gives ZeroBN a chance to learn
more efficient architecture. Eq. (2) indicates the common calculation

(5)

L

Therefore, even though the current gradients of γ and β are
zero, they can be updated following last directions to recovery from
zero. This process is automatic and efficient as no extra operation is
introduced.
Then in the next Zero training process, these channels may become
important and we will not zeroize them, so the architecture of the
compact model is changed. Especially, as the architecture changes,
the latency predictor will report a different compression ratio in the
next Zero training phase. Meanwhile, the training process aims to
reduce the loss and increase the accuracy, so the compact architecture
will become better and better under the current latency constraint.
Compared to [3], our method can find a more efficient model with
better architecture seen in Section IV. Furthermore, the training
process already obtains better accuracy under the latency constraint,
so we do not need to further refine the compact model.
Fig. 2 shows the changes in the importance of all channels during
the ZeroBN process on an example model, where the start epoch of
Zero training s is 6, the compression ratio δ is set to a constant
0.3, and the interval epochs of Zero training k is 2. From this
figure, we can find that channels zeroized are easy to recover, even
these channels may become very important, like framed in the red
rectangle. During this experiment, we also find that if we zeroize
filters weights, used in SFP [2], it is hard for these filters to escape
being zeroized in the next pruning process by using momentum.
The reason may be gradients are also zero and each filter has many
weights, then the momentum is a little small for a whole zeroized
filter to win other non-zeroized filters by Lp norm.
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Fig. 2. Channel importance changes during ZeroBN.

After multiple iterations of Zero and Recovery training epochs,
removing all channels corresponding to zeroized γi from the channelsparsity model (Line 14), we can obtain an efficient compact architecture satisfying a predefined system latency constraint.
D. ML-based Latency Prediction Methodology
Existing works use hardware simulator [14] or look-up table (LUT)
[15]–[17] to estimate the latency of DNN on a specific device.
However, during the process of model compression, the limitations of
these methods become apparent. First, it is hard to simulate hardware
by analyzing its resource and scheduling algorithms because most
devices are black boxes to users. Second, LUT computes the overall
latency of DNN by adding up the recorded latency of each layer,
so it can only provide the latency of pre-defined layer structure.
During the compression process, each layer input channel, output
channel number and other size-related parameters will be reduced
continuously. It is impractical for LUT to maintain the whole design
space. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3, we design a novel and universal
hardware-customized latency predictor based on Backpropagation
(BP) neural network [18].
To train the BP-based latency predictor, we need to organize a
dataset of Parameterized Models. It consists of many single-layer
models with different types of operations such as Convolution,
Pooling, and BN configured with different size-related parameters.
For accuracy guarantee, we first investigate the common range of each
size-related parameter (configuration) to initiate the design space.
Then we do regular sampling and random sampling on the whole
design space of parameters. Regular sampling divides the design
space into many grids, while random sampling supplements more
details among these grids. After establishing a pool of parameterized
models, we measure them on a specific device to obtain the precise
latency as their corresponding labels in the dataset.
After training, the BP-based latency predictor can predict the
latency of a single layer by inputting its configuration. For the overall
latency of a DNN, we use its topological information to identify the
latency-weighted longest path of the given model and sum up all
latency on this path to obtain the latency of the whole model. Table
I reveals the accuracy of the proposed BP-based latency predictor on
widely-used models and the average error is about 6.12%. Without
loss of generality, the BP-based latency predictor is a common
method, and it is easy to be deployed to other neural network design
frameworks when considering latency constraint.

Fig. 3. The framework of latency predictor. Left process represents the
building of the predictor and right shows how to predict a real model latency.

E. Potential Impact of ZeroBN
As seen from the previous sections, ZeroBN is an efficient method
to design compact models for diverse hardware. Given the fact that
BN exists in most of DNN models, we can envision that ZeroBN
has a significant potential to learn efficient and compact networks for
the emerging edge era. Moreover, not only the pre-verified models,
such as state-of-the-art models, can be used to find compact models,
but also the models which have not been verified (i.e., training with
well-tuned hyperparameters) can be fed into ZeroBN. As the neural
architecture search (NAS) methods [19] are gradually replacing the
hand-crafted model design, ZeroBN can be integrated into NAS
frameworks to design hardware-efficient, competitive models. This
is also what we want to investigate in future.
TABLE I
R ESULTS OF L ATENCY P REDICTOR ON NVIDIA J ESTON TX2.
Real Latency Predicted Latency Error
(ms)
(ms)
(%)
ResNet-101
82.67
83.19
0.63
MobileNet-160
11.67
11.42
2.14
Inception-v3
70.60
64.73
8.31
Nasnet-mobile
96.25
111.15
13.41
Average Variation (%)
6.12
Model

IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we first present details of our implementation as
well as the experimental environment including hardware platforms,
benchmark models and datasets. Then we discuss the performance of
the proposed ZeroBN in comparison to state-of-the-art model compression methods: Network Slimming (NS) [3], Soft Filter Pruning
(SFP) [2] and Filter Pruning via Geometric Median (FPGM) [4].
A. Experimental Setup
Hardware Platforms: The target edge devices we used are
NVIDIA® Jetson™ TX2 and NVIDIA® Jetson Nano™ . TX2 is
equipped with an NVIDIA Pascal™ GPU with 256 CUDA® cores
and 8GB LPDDR4 memory. Nano is equipped with an NVIDIA
Maxwell™ GPU with 128 CUDA® cores and 4GB LPDDR4 memory.
We place both TX2 and Nano into the “Max-N” mode to maximize
their performance.
Datasets: The datasets used for benchmark are CIFAR-10 [7] and
ILSVRC-2012 [20], which are widely employed for evaluation of
model compression technologies. The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of
RGB images with resolution 32×32 in 10 classes. It has a total of

50K and 10K images in training and testing sets, respectively. The
ILSVRC-2012 dataset consists of RGB images with higher resolution
in 1K classes. There are roughly 1.28M images in training set and
50K images in validation set. We follow other works [8] [21] to
randomly select 100 classes from ILSVRC-2012 dataset to set up a
subset named ImageNet-100 for more efficient comparison.
Models: We compare ZeroBN against three existing methods,
which are NS [3], SFP [2] and FPGM [4], on four popular and representative DNN architectures: VGGNet [22], ResNet [23], DenseNet
[24], and GoogLeNet [9]. VGGNet has a simple sequential structure.
ResNet, DenseNet, and GoogLeNet are the representatives of Residual modules, Dense modules, and Inception modules, respectively.
Implementation Details: The proposed ZeroBN is implemented
using PyTorch library [25]. We set the start epoch for Zero phase
as s = 30 for ImageNet-100, and s = 40 for CIFAR-10. The
Zero-Recovery interval is set to k = 2. The training scheme for
CIFAR-10 dataset follows [3], where the initial learning rate is 0.1
with a decrease by the factor of 10 at 50% and 75% of the total
epochs. For ImageNet-100 dataset, following [25], the initial learning
rate starts at 0.1 for ResNet-50 and GoogLeNet, and 0.01 for VGG19, and the learning rate decays by a factor of 10 every 30 epochs
(maximum decay by 1e3 ). And for both datasets, the optimizer is
SGD with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 1e−4 . Besides, we
use the open-source codes of NS, SFP and FPGM to evaluate their
performance.
B. Accuracy Evaluation
Our method can also compact a model by a given compression
ratio, reflected by changing the Comp ratio to a constant (Line 9 of
Algorithm 1). Due to the strict latency constraint from edge systems,
different from other latency-agnostic methods, higher compression
ratios are needed to test the robustness of all methods. We use two
aggressive compression ratio of 50% (denoted as Comp-50%) and
70% (denoted as Comp-70%) for evaluation.
Results on CIFAR-10 Dataset: Fig. 4 shows that the proposed
ZeroBN achieves the highest accuracy (Acc.) compared to NS,
SFP, and FPGM under different compression ratios for each model.
Compared with SFP and FPGM, with the same absence of fine-tuning
process, all methods training for 160 epochs, and our method, denoted
as ZeroBN-160, can minimize the loss of accuracy for both 50%
and 70% compression ratio. Compared with NS, which needs a pretraining for 160 epochs and a fine-tuning for 160 epochs, ZeroBN160 can use a shorter time cost (half of the number of epochs) to
gain a compact model maintaining a smaller loss of accuracy under
both compression ratios. In addition, if our method trains for the
equal number of epochs as NS does, denoted as ZeroBN-320, it can
achieve higher accuracy than the accuracy of the original model.
Results on ImageNet-100 Dataset: Table II presents that on a
large-scale dataset, the proposed ZeroBN can perform well in most
compression cases. All lowest accuracy reduction are marked in
boldface. For large models like VGG-19 and ResNet-50, compared
with SFP and FPGM, all methods are trained for 90 epochs also
without a fine-tuning process, our method, denoted as ZeroBN-90,
can provide the best accuracy under a large compression ratio like
70%, but can perform similar to these two methods under a small
compression ratio like 50%. For small models like GoogLeNet, if
50% of channels are removed, ZeroBN-90 can still minimize the
loss of accuracy. But due to lower redundancy, if 70% of channels
are pruned, the accuracy drop with all methods are large. NS even
cannot compact it under such a large compression ratio. For each
model, ZeroBN still can outperform NS with half the training epochs,

Fig. 4. Comparison of compact models on CIFAR-10.

as NS needs a pre-training for 90 epochs and a fine-tuning for another
90 epochs. Additionally, if training for the same number of epochs,
our method, denoted as ZeroBN-180, can further minimize the loss
of accuracy.
C. Latency-Accuracy Evaluation
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method for latency-critical
edge systems, we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed ZeroBN and
state-of-the-art model compression methods under the 34ms latency
constraint, which is equal to the recognition speed of human eyes
– 30 f rames per second. Table III presents that compared with
NS, SFP, and FPGM, the proposed ZeroBN can achieve the best
accuracy for all the three DNN architectures on different hardware
platforms. Additionally, each compact model in Table III achieves
a latency in the range of 32.6 ± 0.6ms, however, the compression
ratio and the decrease in FLOPs of each model are not proportional
to the reduction of latency. This is a good proof of the necessity of
the proposed ZeroBN for latency-critical edge systems.
Results on NVIDIA Jetson TX2 Platform: On TX2, the original
latency of GoogLeNet is around 20.27ms, which already meets the
given latency constraint, so it is not necessary to compact such a
small model for further inference acceleration. However, for large
models such as ResNet-50, its original latency is about 51.44ms,
it needs to be compacted. From the results, we can see that after
compressing it to satisfy the latency constraint, the compact model
can achieve better accuracy than the baseline accuracy of GoogLeNet
(shown in Table II). This confirms the necessity of our method, that
is to say, although some existing small models, like GoogLeNet, are
already meeting the constraint of latency-critical edge systems, the
proposed ZeroBN can find a more efficient compact architecture from
existing redundant DNN to gain better accuracy. And for VGG-19,
the original latency on TX2 is about 119.98ms, then the proposed
ZeroBN can reduce it by 73.14% without large accuracy drop.
Results on NVIDIA Jetson Nano Platform: Since Nano has a
more limited resource budget and the original latency of GoogLeNet
on Nano is about 40.32ms, we compact it to the given latency
requirement to testify the effectiveness of the proposed ZeroBN on
small models for latency-critical edge systems. Compared with SFP,
FPGM, and NS, we can obtain the best accuracy under a very close
compression ratio, which indicates that the proposed ZeroBN can
extra a better compact architecture from over-parameterized DNN to
maintain a good accuracy during the training process. In addition, we
can improve accuracy by 0.3% than the baseline for GoogLeNet.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented a compact neural networks learning
framework for latency-critical edge systems to directly optimize
the latency of DNN on a specific edge device. This framework
contains two components, one is the dynamic ZeroBN algorithm,

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF COMPACT MODELS ON I MAGE N ET-100.
Model

Method

SFP [2]
FPGM [4]
VGG-19
ZeroBN-90
NS [3]
ZeroBN-180
SFP [2]
FPGM [4]
ResNet-50 ZeroBN-90
NS [3]
ZeroBN-180
SFP [2]
FPGM [4]
GoogLeNet ZeroBN-90
NS [3]
ZeroBN-180

Baseline
Comp-50%
Acc. (%)
Acc. (%)
Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5
82.82 95.34
83.46 95.48
85.24 96.16 83.78 95.62
82.66 94.80
84.02 95.94
84.92 96.24
85.14 96.30
87.06 96.84 84.80 96.16
82.72 95.42
85.12 96.32
81.82 95.10
82.72 95.46
85.32 96.38 82.80 95.60
81.58 95.02
83.74 95.70

Comp-70%
Acc. (%)
Top-1 Top-5
79.14 93.50
76.40 92.10
82.02 94.90
78.88 93.50
82.68 95.02
82.66 95.28
80.98 94.74
84.40 96.48
75.20 91.98
85.08 96.24
77.30 93.24
77.48 92.94
76.50 93.12
N.A. N.A.
77.22 92.68

another is the universal latency predictor. From our experiments, the
latency predictor is accurate enough with only 6.12% error. The
proposed ZeroBN algorithm can achieve less accuracy drop even
under a large compression ratio, and it can increase the accuracy
for DNNs on the CIFAR-10 dataset. Compared to the typical 3stage pipeline pruning methods, ZeroBN can achieve higher accuracy
by only less than half time consumption. In addition, we evaluated
our framework under a latency constraint of 34ms, and the results
show the efficiency and necessity of ZeroBN method. Moreover, for
the conventional latency-indirectly compression methods, generally,
they need to adjust the compression ratio iteratively and evaluate on
the real-platform repeatedly to satisfy the latency constraint, which
aggravates the overhead of the compression process.
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